Des Moines rally lacks immigration

The reform rally draws immigrants — legal and illegal — and native Iowans to the state capital on Sunday

BY MARGARET POE
THE IOWAN

DES MOINES — Dreams of flags whipped in the spring breeze, creating bright splashes of color in a sea of white clothing — the color of solidarity among illegal — and native Iowans to the state capital to protest immigration rally here Sunday.

Some of the waving banderas were Guatemala’s Bore Englert Theatre, 221 C 22 p.m. today 11 C 11 p.m. today.

A group of protesters applaud a speaker during the immigration-reform rally held in Des Moines on Sunday. Similar to other protests held around the country, some 3,000 people came to speak out against House Bill HR 4437, which would make crossing the U.S. border illegally a felony.

Josely Rosales Heilmann (left) hugs her mother, Norma Rosales Heilmann after she spoke to a crowd of 3,000 demonstrators during an immigration-reform rally in downtown Des Moines on Sunday. The St. Ambrrose master’s graduate spoke of her experiences coming to the United States in search of a better life with her family and her love for Iowa and its people.

CHOMSKY TO SPEAK ON HUMAN RIGHTS

By Emileigh Barnes

Noam Chomsky, a world-renowned critical thinker and leftist activist, will speak about human rights at the Englert Theatre tonight.

Chomsky on censorship: “Censorship is never overt for those who have experienced it. It is based on the imagination that affects the individual who has suffered it too.”

Chomsky on propaganda: “Propaganda is to a democracy what the bludgeon is to totalitarian state.”

Chomsky on the Bible: “The Bible is one of the most generous books in history.”

Chomsky on states: “States are not moral agents; people are and can impose moral standards on powerless institutions.”

Chomsky spoke of his experiences coming to the United States through a search of a better life with his family, and his love for Iowa and its people.

“Universality of Human Rights: Principles and Practices”

Noam Chomsky
What: 7 p.m. today
Where: Englert Theatre, 221 E. Washington St.
Admission: Free

Born Dec. 7, 1928, in Philadelphia, he received undergraduate and graduate degrees from the University of Pennsylvania. From 1951 to 1955, he was a junior fellow at the Harvard University Society of Fellows. In 1955, he began working at MIT in Cambridge, Mass. He held the Ferrari P. Ward Professorship of Modern Languages and Linguistics from 1966 until 1976, the year he was appointed an MIT Institute Professor.

Chomsky, who is often critical of the United States government, should expect an interesting talk, says Brian Lai, a UI assistant professor of political science.

“This is a very well-known figure, in terms of his views on American foreign policy, and I suppose you could say he’s a relatively controversial figure, as well,” Lai said.

SEEP: CHOMSKY, PAGE 2A
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Vilsack gets bill shielding funerals

By Jennifer Lickteig

Joining a national movement, a bill limiting protests at funerals is headed to Iowa Gov. Tom Vilsack’s office.

The bill, passed 99-0 by the Iowa House and 50-0 by the Senate, would keep protesters 500 feet from funeral buildings and sharpens what counts as “disrupting a memorial service.”

Both the Academic Competitiveness Grant Program and national Science and Mathematics Access to Retain Talent offer supplemental grants to the Pell Grant program, increasing the pool of college-level, graduate; average, and need, among other factors.

Last week, the UI Department of Education and Social Work would be able to use the academic competitiveness grant to support university students.
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2 new grants to aid some

BY MASON KERNS
THE IOWAN

Two new federal grant programs could help some UI students.

The bill, passed 99-0 by the Iowa House and 50-0 by the Senate, would keep protesters 500 feet from funeral buildings and sharpen what counts as “disrupting a memorial service.”

Both the Academic Competitiveness Grant Program and national Science and Mathematics Access to Retain Talent offer supplemental grants to the Pell Grant program, increasing the pool of college-level, graduate and need, among other factors.

Last week, the UI Department of Education and Social Work would be able to use the academic competitiveness grant to support university students.
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Iowa gubernatorial candidate Ed Fallon says he’s got a simple solution for polling metro’s — bringing back the taxes.

However, the bill never made it through the House Education Committee that you need said.

But statistics show some stuf-

nificant, as the youth knew there would be the area.

Plaats could attend because they would not be in the area.

Fallon also charged Thursday with fifth-degree theft.

The vote was 37-19, with 11 Democrats voting with the GOP.
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Immigration Bill Extends Support to Undocumented Residents

Bill would protect funerals

PROTEST CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A

He said he would be "shocked" if the legislation were not signed into law, but notes in his office would not speculate on what the governor's decision will be.

If passed into law, Iowa would join states that have passed similar legislation in Twenty-two state legislatures. Iowa has some of the provisions also under consideration in other protest. But it is the widespread uprising around speaking and funeris.

The protest came as part of a national day of action in support of immigrants rights.

Pell Grants CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A

In a letter, a department said college freshmen and sophomores who qualify for the Academic Competitive grant will be notified of their eligibility via traditional mail or e-mail. They would be directed to a website, where they must enter data to determine whether they attended a "negligible sec- ondary school." The under-

The students' learning institu- tions are charged with veri- fying the online data and with reviewing applications to determine whether freshmen and sophomores will receive grants of $750 and $500, respectively.

The states and their boards must figure out how to judge the "quality" of the applicants' high schools. UI financial aid officials said during the protest that because such a process will transpire in the fall, "we have to plan ahead and support our students."

The letter officially also noted that grants only benefit students in determining

Pell Grants

Who's in the system.”

Armando Villareal, the admin- istrator of the Iowa Department of Labor, asked at the demonstration to the Mexico native Max Cardenas, who said the system.

He said he would be "shocked" if the legislation were not signed into law, but notes in his office would not speculate on what the governor's decision will be.

If passed into law, Iowa would join states that have passed similar legislation in Twenty-two state legislatures. Iowa has some of the provisions also under consideration in other protest. But it is the widespread uprising around speaking and funeris.

The protest came as part of a national day of action in support of immigrants rights.
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**Iowa attorney general: Dismiss UI frat lawsuit**

**BY MEGHAN V. MALLOY**

The Iowa attorney general’s office is asking a judge to throw out a lawsuit from a UI fraternity suspended for hazing and other alcohol-related issues in 2002.

Philip Jones, the UI vice president for Student Services, responded: the Phi Delta Theta fraternity, 722 N. Dubuque St., in January 2002, after a former pledge, Omar Vejar, came forward and accused the fraternity of hazing. Vejar gave Jones an audio tape at the time of the accusations, which recorded alleged hazing.

In its suit, the fraternity and university officials’ use of the tape was illegal because it was made secretly, and copies made of the tape were used against the fraternity, according to court records.

The state Attorney General’s Office filed a motion for summary judgment April 7, contending Jones and other listed defendants used the audio tape in their official capacities. In his April 7 affidavit, Jones said after listening to the audio tape with evidence of alleged hazing, he “sent a letter to Phi Delta indicating an intent to sanction Phi Delta for alcohol and hazing violations. Phi Delta was further advised of its right to appeal the sanction, under university policy.”

James Erhmann, the president of the UI Interfraternity Council, said Phi Delta Theta had the opportunity for reinstatement last fall but decided not to continue as a recognized organization on campus.

“Phi Delta Theta is not recognized by this university and no longer has its charter,” he said, citing low membership as one of the reasons the fraternity disbanded.

The fraternity is seeking more than $480,000 in damages in the suit.

E-mail reporter Meghan V. Malloy at megan.malloy@icnow.com.

**POSSIBLE IOWA CITY SCHOOL-BUS PROVIDERS**

Laidlaw International, Inc.
- Headquarters in Naperville, Ill.
- 9,000 school buses serving special-education transportation services in special-education transportation services.

Laidlaw International Inc. websites.

**METRO**

Man guilty of child endangerment

BY DANNY VALENTINE

The Daily Iowan

Danny Valentine

The Iowa City School District plans to bid out its current school-bus contract with First Student Inc., the first time the contract has ever been in Iowa. Superintendent Lane Flugge said on Sunday.

Talking of having a new bus provider for the district comes a week after as many as 60 First Student Inc. bus drivers went on a two-route strike, causing delays for numerous students.

“Just is something we have considered in the past,” Flugge said. “But that’s been happening too late (and it has certainly accelerated the process).”

The district discussed the possibility of bidding out because of concerns from the department of service provided by First Student, a Cincinnati-based company that manages school-bus operations nationwide.

However, the district established performance expectations and negotiated a deal in which it did not have to pay the full price.

Flugge said the district has already contacted Laidlaw International Inc. and Durham School Services to see if they would be interested in picking up the contract. The district will not try to run its own buses because start-up costs would range from $6 million to $7 million, Flugge said.

“Out prohibitively,” he said. Flugge and said he is unsure of how long the bidding process will take or if other companies will have enough time to make a bid on the contract for the 2006-07 school year.

The process is now to meet people at the district, he said.

Union organizers did not immediately return calls Sunday, but they have said and would strike again if they wasn’t given a fair chance at unmasking.

Complaints by current bus employees that other groups used the yellow sidewalk for “beer runs,” and times leaving buses covered in beer and other bodily fluids, have not gone untouched.

“I asked them to stop that last week,” Flugge said, adding the current contract only permitted bus use for school-related activities.

**GET AHEAD START THIS SUMMER**

by taking classes at one of the Des Moines Area Community College’s six campuses located near you, DMACC offers 75 programs and quality classes that are transferable to two-year and four-year institutions across the state. You might even make some new friends while earning valuable college credits.

It’s fun and

affordable!

For common testing and planning call our DMACC Student Services office at a campus near you.

Summer term begins May 30

**POSSIBLE IOWA CITY SCHOOL-BUS PROVIDERS**

Laidlaw International, Inc.
- Headquarters in Downers Grove, Ill.
- 1924: Created by Robert Laidlaw.
- 1917: Founded in California
- 271 school districts
- 9,000 school buses serving special-education transportation services.
- Originally specialized in
- 1928: Laidlaw Transportation Inc.
- 2000: Laidlaw Transportation
- "[In order to] honor these contracts they would have to be in other buses. We want them to honor the letter of the contract.”

Two drivers, First Student-official, and the National Labor Relations Board in the process of organizing a vote to unionize. Bus drivers returned from their day-long walkout April 6, hoping they would receive a speedy election without interference from First Student.
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Bush’s image takes a hit

‘This kind of story hits one of the president’s few remaining strengths, the perception that he is principled. The president’s credibility on Iraq is already low outside the Republican Party, and this digs the hole deeper.’

— Christopher Gelpi, Duke University

WASHINGTON — Even since he began running for president, George W. Bush has told Americans that he was a "plain-spoken man," a leader who would never play games with words. "Whether you agree with me or not, you know where I stand," he said during his 2004 re-election campaign.

In a narrow sense, last week’s disclosure of testimony that Bush authorized a leak of classified information against a perjury conviction against his spokesman, Scott McClellan, the president’s credibility problem, when you look at the broader picture, is connected to the entire issue of credibility, especially on Iraq, which has become the defining issue of his presidency.

In public, the White House and the Republican National Committee dismissed the controversy as a partisan dodge. President Bush doesn’t have a credibility problem, his spokesman, Scott McClellan, "the Democrats have a credibility problem, when they try to suggest that we were manipulating intelligence." But independent pollsters and other experts — the perception that he is principled. The president’s credibility on Iraq is already low outside the Republican Party, and this digs the hole deeper.

More broadly, though, the leak controversy may be only a small part of a larger problem: a continuing erosion of public confidence in the president’s credibility, especially on Iraq, which has become the defining issue of his presidency.
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Ten years ago, people didn't send e-mails. They left messages on answering machines on heaven forbid, actually picked up phones. Now, I think they'd called when they needed to get in touch with someone.

Ten years ago, an up-and-coming music group called itself the Dave Matthews Band was blowing up, thanks to an album: Crush. Its successful follow-up up to its first big-budget album, Under the Table and Dreaming. Since then, the band has become so popular that people started thinking about it — I've never heard of you. — and it is one of the biggest acts in the world.

Ten years ago, the Trayvon Martin case was just beginning. The Trayvon Martin case was just beginning. It's been a decade since Trayvon Martin was killed. Since then, the Trayvon Martin case has been front and center in the news.

I've narrowed it down, there are plans I'd like to do, and things I'd like to accomplish, but now I'm ready to settle into something I'd like to do for the rest of my life. Not even close.

The tone line is, I'm not going to play anymore. The tone line is, I'm not going to play anymore. I've tried; you end up just describing what milk tastes like. The tone line is, I'm not going to play anymore.

Ten years ago, I knew what I wanted to be when I grew up, even though it was a long way away. Well, now, as a senior in college, I've got no clue what I want to be. Sure, I've narrowed it down, there are plans I'd like to do, and things I'd like to accomplish, but now I'm ready to settle into something I'd like to do for the rest of my life. Not even close.

The tone line is, I'm not going to play anymore. The tone line is, I'm not going to play anymore. I've tried; you end up just describing what milk tastes like. The tone line is, I'm not going to play anymore.
Crisis in Nepal spirals

demons...
Funeral protests not worth ban

Last week, the Iowa Legislature approved House File 2365, which would prohibit protests and other disturbances at any funerals of 500 feet or procession. The measure is targeted at the disruption of funerals by the Reverend Fred Phelps of Kansas. Phelps has organized protests at several military funerals in Iowa in the past few months. Although we hold no approval for the protests, we do not think they would likely be acceptable — or should be sanctioned as such.

This is a group whose professed beliefs are so far outside the mainstream that almost every form of political influence is proper to take it seriously. And the members’ goal is not simply to protest at funerals or affect the grieving process, but to speak for themselves. Furthermore, they effectively control theFuneral process and the activities of those who are mourning.

There is no state-wide epidemic of funeral protests; a few individuals are simply trying to get attention. For the Legislature to devote its time to such actions is a misuse of state resources.

Funeral protests are not worth banning. They are not a threat to public order or safety. The measure, if enacted, will be a self-censorship law. It will permit citizens to express their views on the government, and the government’s actions. It will also provide an opportunity for the public to express its views on the government’s actions. It will also provide an opportunity for the public to express its views on the government’s actions. This is a matter of free speech and democracy. It is not a matter of public safety.

I feel that the measure is a threat to the First Amendment and the right to freedom of speech. It would allow the government to silence people who are critical of the government’s actions. It would allow the government to silence people who are critical of the government’s actions. This is a violation of the Constitution.
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Convoluted crime romp

FILM REVIEW
by Will Scheibel

Lucky Number Slevin

When:
Tuesday at 9 p.m.

Lucky Number Slevin (left) stars as Slevin, and Morgan Freeman plays The Boss in the crime drama Lucky Number Slevin. The film was No. 5 at the box office last weekend, grossing $7.1 million.

Yes, we get it. Thank you very much film-critic community. Every review of Lucky Number Slevin refuses to point out the obvious. And why should a hack such as me do any differently? In fact, I’ll state it right here at the beginning: The title Lucky Number Slevin makes no sense.

There. Good. Outta the way. I feel better.

Yet, don’t let the off-putting moniker … well, put you off from seeing this surprisingly fine little crime flick. The film stars the underappreciated Josh Hartnett (yeah, I know, who else has put your off?) as Slevin, who finds himself in a situation of mistaken identity when two warring crime lords (Morgan Freeman and Ben “Better call me Sir Ben” Kingsley) who owe each of them a watermelon-sized wad of cash — that’s how much film-critic community .

Freeman’s mobster offers Slevin an opportunity to absolve the debt. Kinglsey’s kid.

Kinglsey’s kingly presents the poorly named chap with a slightly less ethics-questioning proposition. Pay or die. And, standing behind both of the godfather’s cunts, seemingly masterminding Slevin’s demise, is the mysterious, quiet assassin played by Bruce Willis (who is required to materialize in 10 films every spring or turn into a pink bunny).

That’s the overall sketch of the film. Lucky Number Slevin gushes enough plot for a couple of flicks. Yet, it’s nothing we haven’t seen before; nor are there any plot twists that we can predict a half an hour before they occur. With its unrelenting story, quirky characters, self-reflexive winks to the audience, and quick-witted dialogue, the movie is an American (a.k.a. a watered-down) version of the British gangster film (BGFs, as I like to call them).

And, let’s be honest, the flicks in the British gangster genre tend to revolve around the same basic content. However, what sets the impressive BGFs apart, such as Sexy Beast or Layer Cake, is their style and acting.
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Is Welcome Here

Your life. You can bring it with you.
Learn more about Mark and tell us more about you visit pwc.com/bringit
BY NICK RICHARDS  
MEN’S SOFTBALL

Iowa's second chance at Big Ten play paid off. With an offense that continued to swing between fearsome and nonexistent, the Iowa softball team turned to its pitching staff. Brittany Welz and Ali Arnold combined for four-hit complete games in a weekend sweep of Minnesota and Northwestern. The wins over the Gophers and Wildcats were especially key considering that conference front-runner Northwestern — which handed the Hawkeyes two losses in April — swept by Ohio State, and Michigan lost in an upset to Purdue, putting the Hawkeyes just a game behind Michigan. Iowa will host the Wolverines this coming weekend.

The Hawkeyes continued their hot streak in the batter's box, scoring three runs in the first inning on North Dakota State pitcher Andi Pallida in game one. Pallida lasted just one inning, but her replacement retired the next 10 batters. The Hawkeye didn't record a hit in game two until an infield single from Mindy Hodgdon in the bottom of the fourth. Iowa then plated six runs in two of the last three at- bats, to beat the Bison, 6-2.

"Today, we kind of fell into a little rut. Getting started, but then, obviously, it was Darci Dekker who sparked us and got us rolling," coach Gayle Rievis said. "The left fielder hit two doubles on the second pitch of the game ... Well, she was doing a little bit of everything, and that was good."
Women hit a Wildcard bunch

BOYD STILES

Apparently Northwest's reputation for being a pole-dancing powerhouse has spread. Big Ten titles after winning six, the Wildcats improved its conference record to 6-2, as the Illinois women's tennis team was dealt a loss at home by the Hawkeyes, 6-2, to ninth-ranked Northwestern. In the West Campus Tennis and Recreation Center.

But, unlike past blunders in Sunday's match for the Hawkeyes, both coming as a result of errors committed by Tadahito Iguchi's fielding error in the first five innings was Emil Lee whoupsets the Hawkeyes 6-2, to ninth-ranked Northwestern. In the West Campus Tennis and Recreation Center.
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Mickelson once again the left-handed gun

By Doug Ferguson

AUGUSTA, Ga. — Phil Mickelson was in a Masters champion again, and now he’s making it look easy.

Once known as a lanky loser who needed a dozen years to figure out how to win golf’s biggest prize, Mickelson captured his second straight major championship Sunday when he held off a hot-putting Tiger Woods, and Vivek Singh to try to catch him. Instead, they stumble.

Woods, who putted atrociously today,” Woods said “as good as I hit it, that’s all I just putted.”

At the green jacket ceremony, Mickelson asked the crowd for a minute of silence to pray for Memorial Day. I was sorry to see what happened at 14. I think we would have had a great duel coming down those last few holes.

Woods won for the 20th time on the PGA Tour, tying him for 14th on the career list.

The only surprise was the way he won.

There were no thrills for Phil, who rather calculated his shots that forced Fооd Couples, Tiger Woods, and Vivek Singh to try to catch him. Instead, they stumbled. Woods, who putted atrociously today,” Woods said “as good as I hit it, that’s all I just putted.”

At the green jacket ceremony, Mickelson asked the crowd for a minute of silence to pray for Memorial Day. I was sorry to see what happened at 14. I think we would have had a great duel coming down those last few holes.

Woods won for the 20th time on the PGA Tour, tying him for 14th on the career list. And he became the first Masters champion to advance from the bunker on the 12th. Jimenez — all at 4 under before making the turn. But it didn’t last. Mickelson took the outright lead with a birdie that put the par-5 eighth that took his putter behind the hole for birdie, and everyone else still trailing, none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunker behind it — none worse than Mickelson’s partner, Couples, who on the 12th two — two two two — bogeyed from the bunk
A lot of times, that's what happens. It's one person who steps up. It's one person who needs the most. Weil gave up 11 runs, but the goods when it was needed. Weil stood not more than a few inches away from me and watched as his prized athlete risked hurting herself; I was at risk, too, but I don't think anyone other than me was too concerned.

Women's Gymnastics

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1B

The Hawkeye seniors have the most left to lose, aside from capturing a Big Ten championship on April 6. Reavis said the Hawkeyes will have a tough time on a regional meet. One thing Libby did tell those reporters is that it's a team sport.

WINNING DOUBLE

What should the DI sports staff do next?
E-mail DI/Managing Editor Alex Lang at: alexander-lang@iowaw.com

Women don't advance

'Do you think you could jump over me?' she asked.

The airborne Roach twisted in the air, the last eye contact we shared was before she started.

She ran an angle, forming a half-circle, the ball landed and closer with each of her nine more successful steps. Her legs pointed set. Her head was pointed down, the last eye contact we shared before she started.

She came within inches of me, struck her left foot down, and propelled her muscular compact body to the sky.

The airborne Roach twisted her body in flight, as all I could see was her hair. Her head crossed the fire, and her legs shot past me without any contact to my now-softened face. She had completed the flip in the air, and perched on her muscled compact body to the sky.
Ex-Duke athletes say school not bigoted

I’ve seen a couple things on TV about it. When I was there, and it wasn’t too long ago, the white students got along with us great. Everybody took care of each other on campus.’

— Carlos Bozzer

RALEIGH, N.C. — Elton Brand says he never felt racism at Duke. Nor did fellow black players Carlos Boozer or Darius Songaila, because they were stars on the visibly popular and successful basketball team.

“There’s a lot of multicultural people at Duke, and everybody felt they got their fair share of athletics,” Brand said.

Allusions that three members of the lacrosse team were snubbed and underpaid and a black stripper hired to dance at a March 13 party have stunned the campus and the Durham community, sparking angry protests and rallies. Last week, Duke canceled the remainder of the season and the campus and the Durham community heaved a sigh of relief.
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HAVE YOU SUBLET YOUR APARTMENT FOR THE SUMMER YET?

Don’t Delay—Call Today!
335-5784 or 335-5785

SouthGate Property Management has a variety of 1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms.

Taking applications now.
210 S. Clinton St. (563) 940-4718.
(319) 354-3913.

SUMMER & FALL LEASING

Across from dental school and medical school. Available through July 31. Call (319) 363-0000.

EFFICIENCY / ONE BEDROOM

Two bedroom luxury units next to dental school and medical school. Available through July 31. Call (319) 363-0000.
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FOR RENT

Four bedroom apartment. Four bedroom, 65 Elm Ridge Dr., Coralville. (319) 430-8542.

FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT. Four bedroom house for rent. Four bedroom house, 411 3rd Ave. for fall. (319) 351-4452 or (319) 338-4774.


Four bedroom apartment. Four bedroom, 65 Elm Ridge Dr., Coralville. (319) 430-8542.

Spacious two bedroom, 65 Elm Ridge Dr., Coralville. (319) 430-8542.

Rear bedroom, 1222 E. Burlington. (319) 621-5045.

MOVE-IN MOVE-IN MOVE-IN MOVE-IN MOVE-IN

(319)339-9320

Great Coralville location. Three bedrooms, two bath rooms, fireplace, deck. Free or rented washer, C/A, W/D hook-ups. (319)626-3922.

FOUR FALL CLOSE-IN, Brand new renovated. Two bedroom, 65 Elm Ridge Dr., Coralville. (319) 430-8542.

Available August 1. Negotiable price. (319)683-3042.


Happy Birthday to...

February 14: Richard "the Professor" Valentine, 56, Chico, California, 19 Nov. 1955-14 Feb. 2006

The Fourth Floor

by Troy Hollatiz

Happy birthday to...
E-mail first and last names, age, and dates of birth to dailyiowan@uiowa.edu, please put date of event in the subject and follow the format in the paper.

E-mail first and last names, age, and dates of birth to dailyiowan@uiowa.edu, please put date of event in the subject and follow the format in the paper.

• Career Services, Exp. Action Seminar, noon and 3 p.m., C140 Pomerantz Career Center
• International Mondays, "To share a conflict between modernization and preservation of culture," Li, King, noon, Iowa City Public Library Meeting A, 123 S. Linn
• Nuclear and Particle Physics Seminar, "Quantum Field Theory on Momentum Space and Interrelated Vacuum Problems," William Klein, 1:30 p.m., 301 Van Allen
• Plasma Physics Seminar, "Two-Neutral Collisionless Streams in Interstellar Medium," Steven Spanogle, 3:30 p.m., 309 Van Allen
• "Articulation: Structural Stasis and Nanoscale Catalysis in a Fully Operable Brownian Motor," Louis Felt, 4:30 p.m., 301 Van Allen
• "E. Burlington Colonial Lanes," 2253 Old Highway 218 S., noon and 3 p.m., Bijou Theatre, 221 E. Washington
• "The Heart is Deceitful Above All Things with the Times, You Will Look Back Wondering What Took You So Long. You Are in a High Cycle Regarding Love and Romance, So Don't Waste It. Stop Hesitating — the Sooner You Get on With Things, the Better. The Better."
• Women's softball action — 04/07/06: Shot-putter Shane E. Burlington.
• More than 70 pedal for an endor in Iowa City
• 10,000 Hours Show — 04/06/06: Baseball's Tim Anderson in New Orleans
• Ricky Mathieu — assisting chief exports heavily to make your personal environment better. It's time to make your personal environment better. You will be tested emotionally today. Someone you really care about will make you feel insignificant. Hold on to your own — you can achieve what you want to achieve.

DILBERT

by Scott Adams

ALICE...I need you to be less productive.

I'LL GET AN AUTO-RESPONDER THAT I CAN JUSTIFY SPENDING MY DIRECT REPORT.
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Horoscopes

Monday, April 10, 2006 — by Esopus Last

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Cover your back and ensure that you don't fail behind today. Your gift of gab will close you down, especially if your conversations are trivial. It's time to make your personal environment better.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A minor group you want you to help. You can expect to have some problems with loved ones if you stick around the house. A boost to your ego is given to you. A love connection can be made.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Everything will be turned upside down today if you take on too much. Attention in your life will surprise you, and it will be difficult to con- tinue with your usual level of productivity. You won't know what hit you.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Stop hesitating — the sooner you get on with things, the better. Hold on to the past just until you cut it out. Today, you will be able to move with the times, you will look back wondering what took you so long. You will not be in a high cycle regarding love and romance, so don't waste it.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Someone may want to hang around with you, so put your intention. A chance to advance is looking good. A material money can be realized. Changes of home should take place.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sep. 22): You can make a difference if you stand up for your beliefs. You should travel if necessary to bring about reforms or help friends or family solve something. If I have your intuition.

LIBRA (Sep. 22-Oct. 22): You can make a difference if you stand up for your beliefs. You should travel if necessary to bring about reforms or help friends or family solve something. If I have your intuition.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Don't divulge any secret information. An idea about something must be kept away. You must stand out. Someone can find a great chance of making something out of nothing if you pursue your creative dreams.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Problems with in-laws, friends, or neighbors can be resolved. Take no this is the only way to make it happen. You can't get your way of the time, so be prepared to be flexible. Take care of a financial concern.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You will be tested emotionally today. Someone you really care about will make you feel insignificant. Hold on to your own — you can achieve what you want to achieve.

DJ IN PHARMACY: "Live from Prairie Lights," 8 p.m., Mill, 120
"Know the Score," March 10; 7 p.m. — 10 p.m., Career Services, Expo Activation Session
"Universality of Human Rights: Principles and Biomedical Research Facility Sahai, 1:30 p.m., C310 Pomerantz Career Center
"Softball Players," 3:30 p.m., 301 Van Allen
"Quantum Field Theory on Momentum Space and Interrelated Vacuum Problems," William Klein, 1:30 p.m., 301 Van Allen
"The Heart is Deceitful Above All Things with the Times, You Will Look Back Wondering What Took You So Long. You Are in a High Cycle Regarding Love and Romance, So Don't Waste It. Stop Hesitating — the Sooner You Get on With Things, the Better."

Today's events

DAILY Break — 04/05/06: Baseball's Tim Anderson in New Orleans
— 04/07/06: Shot-putter Shane E. Burlington.
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